These surprises emerge and evolve along many dimensions: political, economic, ecological, biophysical, among others. These disciplinary threads intertwine. Pulling on one of the threads has an effect on many (or all) of the others-often in unpredictable ways. When we find an idea or mechanism that is part of many of these threads, it makes studying these complex systems seem possible. The ideas about resilience so painstakingly developed by the Resilience Alliance and this journal have begun to act as a bridge between many disciplines. The attributes of resilient ecological systems are beginning to be studied in business, political science, emergency management, human physiology, human development, engineering, and many more disciplines. This is a step forward if we are to come to grips with the complex issues such as climate change, global economic systems, security for global infrastructures, and human institutions. All these problems play out in unpredictable environments. But all of the work being done in these many disciplines must be shared and the limits of metaphor explained for each. However, perhaps even before this basic work is completed, the work in progress must be shared with people who can try these ideas to solve the really pressing problems that face us at the global, national, and local levels. Problems that cannot wait for academic certainty.
In just about every call from government or from foundations for research proposals on issues of critical national or global importance, the funder asks for interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approaches to the problem. There are few people even in the highly fragmented academic world who think that any one discipline has all the answers. And yet the wheels of academic research grind ever more fine within each discipline. And reliable mechanisms for cooperation among disciplines remain illusive. No one who has not worked on a team with people from other disciplines can understand how hard it is. But the challenges that demand this kind of team work and integrated thinking are too big to turn away from just because the task will not be easy.
In 2006, a grant from the National Science Foundation brought together 12 people who study "resilience" in ecology, computer science, immunology, human development, communications, and computer science. Their task was to try to find common ground. At first they did not know how to talk to each other. But the more they talked, the more they could see that bridges might be possible. They agreed to collaborate on this special issue of Ecology and Society and bring their ideas about resilience to a larger audience-where other people may see the possible bridges. In 2008, three of them presented a panel at the Resilience Conference in Stockholm to share their ideas. These are small steps in the agenda discussed above but they, and the steps taken in similar experiments around the world, prove that a multidisciplinary study of resilience
